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New Thoughts on Old Things: Four
Centuries of Furnishing the
Northeast
by Jeanne Schinto
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Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
Seven “emerging” scholars of
furniture history had the rare
chance on October 4 to present
their works in progress at an
institution that emerged a long
time ago, the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (MFA). They were
given the stage at a daylong
symposium, where they
presented slide-illustrated
lectures on such topics as adult
cradles, patent folding chairs,
patterns in pictorial needlework,
and the legacy of Israel Sack.
“New Thoughts on Old
Things” was part of what is an
unprecedented, ongoing
collaboration called “Four
Centuries of Massachusetts
Furniture.” Since last spring,
this unique creation of 11
institutions has been featuring
exhibitions and lectures
throughout Massachusetts and
beyond. Usually, the marquee
lights at those events have
spelled out the names of wellknown folks. “New Thoughts”
provided an opportunity to hear
from some of the younger
people in the Seld.
MFA senior curator Gerald
W.R. Ward said he lobbied hard
for inclusion of the scholar who
presented on the unusual topic
of adult cradles. The study is
part of Nicole Belolan’s wider
interest in the history of physical
mobility impairment in early
America. Similar in style and
structure to cradles used for
infants, adult cradles are by
deSnition over 5' long, usually
6', and the majority of those
Belolan has studied so far have
family histories associating them
with women.
A doctoral candidate in
American civilization at the
University of Delaware in
Newark, Belolan has based her
preliminary work on adult
cradles that she has located in
museums. She has also found
written references in the diaries
of Shakers, who are known to
have designed and built
examples of this practical form.
Altogether, she has located
about 24 adult cradles “kicking
around” in public collections,
mainly in the Northeast. That’s
not including the one more she
now knows about (at the
Florence Griswold Museum in
Old Lyme, Connecticut) as a
result of her networking at the
symposium.

This chest of drawers from Montréal,
1780-90, butternut and white pine,
was a gift of Miss Dorothy Buhler in
memory of Sarah M. Gilbert; a gift of
Estelle S. Frankfurter; and gift of the
John Gardner Greene estate by
exchange. The MFA notes that the
chest’s façade in the shape of a
crossbow (arbalète) was inspired by
French styles, but there are also
English and American influences. As
the museum’s label says, “It is
distinguished by the use of clawand-ball feet on the front feet, a
motif borrowed from English
cabinetwork and related to the
reticulated claws and long, skinny
talons found on Rhode Island work.”

This side chair, possibly carved by
John Welch (1711-1789), Boston,
1750-60, walnut, white pine, and
maple, was a gift of Mrs. Jean
Wagniere in memory of her mother,
Henrietta Slade Warner (Mrs. Henry
Eldridge Warner). The chair
descended in the Fayerweather and
Bromfield families. Family tradition
indicates that Margaret Fayerweather
(1732-1761) embroidered the seat
cover, which is original. The painting
is A Boy with a Flying Squirrel (Henry
Pelham), oil on canvas, by John
Singleton Copley (1738-1815) and a
gift of the artist’s great-greatgranddaughter.

“How did disabled people in
early America negotiate space?”
Detail of the side chair’s embroidery,
This is the basic question,
worked by Margaret Fayerweather.
Belolan told her audience. “I’m
interested in how people
experienced their impairments,”
both at home and in
institutions, she said. Sometimes
set on rockers, this furniture
form provided what today we
might call comfort and therapy.
Belolan pointed out that it also
went beyond the physical, as “an
adult cradle became part of a
user’s identity, if not during
their lifetime, then after.”
Jennifer Johnson’s talk on
pictorial needlework, “Patterns
of Gentility,” compared 18thcentury American examples
with one another and then with
those from abroad. A fellow of
American decorative arts at Yale
University, she presented sleuth
work on an easy chair that she
and Patricia E. Kane noticed on
a visit to the booth of Joe
Kindig at the Winter Antiques
Show. The new scholar and her
mentor suspected the chair was
made in Newport, Rhode
Island, at least partly because of
its upholstery. Johnson further
compared the Kindig example’s
pattern—a gowering vine
emerging from a basket—with
similar embroideries on Boston
easy chairs. She concluded that
they were part of a larger
tradition of English needlework.

This Boston card table, 1730-50, in
mahogany, chestnut, and eastern
white pine, was owned originally by
Peter Faneuil (1700-1743), one of
Boston’s most prominent merchants
and the builder of Faneuil Hall. It is
notable for its original needlework
top. The side chair, Boston area,
1730-60, walnut, from the bequest of
Charles Hitchcock Tyler, has a
reproduction cover matching the set
that descended in the Bradstreet
family of Massachusetts. These were
worked by members of the Bay
Colony Society of Embroiderers,
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, in the
1930’s. Hanging on the wall is the
Greenwood-Lee family portrait by
John Greenwood (1727-1792), circa
1747, oil on canvas. The artist
pictured himself at right.

Associated with virtue on both
sides of the Atlantic,
needlework was considered a
genteel pastime for women of a
certain income level. Judging by
the lengths to which Americans
went to preserve pictorial
examples down through the
generations, Johnson noted that
these textiles also served as
receptacles of family pride. Not
everyone characterized
needlework as a worthwhile
activity, however. Johnson
quoted at length from a
Sctitious letter on the subject
Detail of the Faneuil side chair’s
that appeared in Samuel
embroidery.
Johnson’s The Idler. In 1758
Dr. Johnson’s opinion was not
the prevailing one, but he does,
as usual, make us think.
“[M]y wife’s notions of
education diker widely from
mine,” the letter begins. “She is
an irreconcilable enemy to
idleness, and considers every
Detail of the Bradstreet family table’s
state of life as idleness, in which
needlework top, under glass.
the hands are not employed, or
some art acquired, by which she
thinks money may be got or
saved.” As a result, the
This tall
daughters of the household
clock by
pursued needlework from
Thomas
morning till night. The result?
Walker of
The household had “twice as
Fredericksmany Sre-skreens [sic] as
burg,
chimneys, and three gourished
Virginia,
quilts for every bed.” The letter
1760-75, in
goes on, “In the mean time, the
mahogany,
girls grow up in total ignorance
yellow
of every thing past, present, and
pine, oak,
future. Molly asked me the
and cherry,
other day, whether Ireland was
has an
in France, and was ordered by
eight-day,
her mother to mend her hem.” brass weight-driven movement. Part
The focus of a talk by Ben
Colman, assistant curator at the
Florence Griswold Museum,
was a turned chair and its use in
1769 as an important historical
“reliquary object” in Plymouth,
Massachusetts. In that year, on a
day in December, the seven
members of the newly
established Old Colony Club
commemorated the arrival of
their ancestors in 1620. To
celebrate what later became
known as Forefathers’ Day, they
walked together to the site of
the Srst licensed tavern in the
colony, ate a large,
Thanksgiving-like afternoon
meal, and then took turns
sitting in the venerable chair,
said to have belonged to
Governor William Bradford. In
this way, said Colman, club
members invoked Bradford’s
spirit into theirs, using an “old
thing” to commemorate the
people and ideas of the past.
As early as the mid-17th
century, Colman said, there
were throughout New England
“curious episodes of nascent
antiquarianism,” as local
historians collected stories from
elders for fear those stories
would be lost. A century later,
as Plymouth was overshadowed
by political, social, and
economic progress elsewhere,
antiquarians more typically
“narrated their past through
things.” That’s how other chairs
like Bradford’s started being
brought out and preserved, and
how, “buttressed by associations
with early leaders,” they
“suddenly became local icons
long before they received
national attention during the
Colonial Revival.”

of the M. and M. Karolik Collection of
Eighteenth-Century American Arts, it
was purchased through Israel Sack
Inc. Louisa Brouwer said in her talk
that Sack had attributed it to
Newport, Rhode Island. Certainly in
the 1930’s, she noted, it was
“infinitely more valuable as a
Newport piece than it would have
been as a Virginia piece.” Whether he
knew it was Virginian, she said, “I
can’t say, although [Sack and sons]
were very canny businessmen. They
were smart and knew where the
value behind certain words and
certain provenances lay. And of
course sometimes they were wrong,
although I haven’t come across too
many instances of that so far.”

This Renaissance Revival-style
folding chair, Boston Furniture
Company, 1870, black walnut and
original upholstery with modern trim,
is credited by the MFA to the Mary
Smith Fund. Not well seen in this
photo is that a bust of a woman
ornaments the triangular crest and
dogs’ heads ornament the arms.

The Old Colony Club’s
membership tripled after that
Srst celebration. Colman named
local antiquarian Isaac Lothrope
(d. 1808) of Plymouth as “a
Stting sitter for the Bradford
chair” on other occasions,
“recalling and retelling the old
stories in modern words.” The
stories transformed the chair
This turned maple and ash great
from “merely an old thing to an chair (45½" x 25½" x 17") from the
active site of memory.”
Plymouth area, 1640-60, is credited
to the Frederick Brown Fund. The
Louisa Brouwer is well placed to
MFA’s label says, “At some point this
take on her scholarly subject,
chair was converted into a rocker,
Israel Sack. As a fellow at Yale,
and it has been reconverted by
she has been spearheading the
‘piecing out’ the bottom four inches
development and digitization of
of the leg. The finials of the back
the Albert M. Sack Legacy
posts have also been cut.”

Archive—“an unparalleled
resource of American decorative
arts” from Israel Sack Inc.
including 10,000 photographs
of objects that passed through
the Sack Srm’s hands.

Brouwer presented what
amounted to an authorized
biography in miniature of the
Sack family. She recounted how
Israel and his three sons helped
establish the Seld of American
antiques collecting and, along
the way, their own premier place
in it. Beginning with Israel’s
immigration to the United
States in 1903 and his Srst job in
Boston as “a specialist in
creating ‘imitations,’” she
progressed through his careful
creation of his image as a trusted
senior authority on antiques.
She showed how he used
agency-generated picture-based
ads and published scholarship
(including the ten-volume
American Antiques from Israel
Sack Collection). She recounted
the Srm’s move to New York
City and his sons’ varying roles,
reciting the familiar triad:
“Harold deals, Albert Snds, and
Robert does the nuts and bolts.”

This maple, oak, and leather great
chair with carving attributed to Jean
Le Chevalier of New York, 1710-30,
was a gift of Mrs. Charles L. Bybee.
The chair descended in the family of
the Reverend John Chester of Albany
and was purchased through Israel
Sack Inc. Before being damaged in a
1973 fire, the chair was virtually
intact, although its upholstery had
been renewed. It has obviously
suffered major damage, but in the
MFA’s view, it is “in no sense a ruin.”
The label says, “Below the level of
the arms, the wood has not been
burned at all—only the surface is
charred and easily removed. Above
the arms, where the wood has been
charred, the damage can be reversed
with conservation.”

She said Israel knew that it was
crucial for him to be
“associating not only with the
best furniture but with the best
people” and discussed the
undercurrent of anti-Semitism,
which placed Israel and sons at a
far remove from “the Yankee
pedigree that the furniture
symbolized” and the “superior
values and virtues that the
forefathers were supposed to
possess.”
Brouwer had been at the archive
for only ten months at the time
of her talk. In response to some
of the audience’s questions, she
said the archive was “still very
disorganized” and that “there’s
probably a lot of material I
haven’t found yet.” On the
other hand, these “masters of
marketing” were “good at
preserving some things and not
others.” Hoping she’ll be able to
Sll in some gaps, she is trying to
Snd a cabinetmaker named
“Sal,” who worked with the
Sacks when they were in
Manhattan.

This press cupboard, Plymouth area,
1670-90, red oak, white pine, white
cedar, and maple, was part of the
bequest of Charles Hitchcock Tyler. A
note attached to the back of a drawer
states, “This cabinet came over in the
Ship May Flower in 1620/Albert
Alden.” However, the MFA has
attributed it to Kenelm Winslow
(1599-1672) and John Alden (15991687), who were the earliest joiners
at Plymouth.

Tania Batley’s talk on patent folding chairs made me realize I’d been
overlooking the sight of this light, portable, inexpensive seating in Civil
War photographs. The chairs are pictured, for example, in a Mathew
Brady photo of Philip Sheridan discussing battle plans with his generals.
Batley, who is curator and collections manager at the Lekerts Historic
House, Brooklyn Museum, told the rise-and-fall story of a folding chair
company founded in Worcester, Massachusetts, by Edward E. Vaill, who
took out 35 patents in the 1863-65 period alone. A one-time auctioneer,
Vaill addressed the needs of the Union Army for furniture on the
battleSeld, then afterward exploited an entrepreneurial opportunity,
becoming a large-scale manufacturer of the same product for residences
and public spaces.
Victorian households were crowded with heavy pieces. There was an
unaddressed need for extra seating that might easily be moved or stowed
away, and after these chairs were displayed at the 1876 Centennial
Exposition in Philadelphia, they became a nationwide rage. Vaill
produced “an almost endless variety” of these machine-made chairs for
the parlor and dining room, upholstered and otherwise, said Batley. Then
Vaill started making them for places such as churches and theaters—a
proStable venture until fashion changed and he failed to adapt.
The concept of folding seats wasn’t new in the Civil War period.
Although Vaill was one of the most successful makers, he had
competition. Symposium participants were directed to examples of the
work of one such rival, the Boston Furniture Company, on view in the
MFA’s Art of the Americas wing. The MFA had not mounted a special
exhibition for the symposium, but it provided a list of these and other
objects, some of which are pictured below, that related to the day’s
presentations.
Two Egyptian Revival chairs were on that list of 16 objects. The pair
complemented a talk by Marissa Hershon, who discussed the decor of
the reception room at Cedar Hill in Warwick, Rhode Island. All interiors
of Cedar Hill are a rare survival of this Egyptian taste of the Victorian
era. A rich paper resource survives with them. It takes the form of an
extensive number of bills and correspondence that provide
documentation of work completed by an array of Srms and individuals
mostly from Providence, Boston, and New York City. “It would
otherwise prove diocult if not impossible to identify the Srms
responsible for the interior decoration,” Hershon said.
A curatorial assistant of modern and contemporary decorative arts and
design at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Hershon showed slides of
what seemed like every inch of that reception room, including its custom
woodwork, carpets, drapery, wallpaper, and furniture’s upholstery.
Across every surface, from the carved Sreplace to the elaborate gasoliers,
were ornamental sphinxes, pyramids, obelisks, pseudo-hieroglyphs—all
things Egyptian except, thankfully, mummies.
William Smith Slater (1817-1882) built the 28-room “country house” as
a wedding gift for his daughter Elizabeth, who married Alfred Augustus
Reed Jr. in 1870. Egyptian Revival was an “unconventional choice in
domestic interior decoration” for him or anyone, said Hershon. We don’t
know why this prominent cotton manufacturer, who lived relatively
simply, decided to commission for his progeny this over-the-top example
of grandiosity rather than some other manifestation of Snancial success.
What we can study, Hershon pointed out, is how the Western fascination
with Egypt and other Middle Eastern cultures was transformed by
tastemakers into fashions for interior decoration in the 19th century. It is
now open to the public as the Clouds Hill Victorian House Museum,
and there is more information on the Web site (www.cloudshill.org).
The symposium’s subtitle, which designated “Furnishing the Northeast”
rather than the narrower “New England,” accommodated several of the
speakers but perhaps none more so than Philippe Halbert. A Lois F.
McNeil fellow at Winterthur, he spoke about 18th-century furnishings
at the Château Saint Louis and the Intendant’s Palace of Québec. As a
student in an American material culture program, Halbert is often asked
how he can be working on a Canadian topic for his thesis. His reply is
that his research seeks to broaden deSnitions and understanding of the
terms “America” and “American,” especially in the context of the 17th
and 18th centuries. “Identities, whether linguistic, religious, or
‘national,’ were relatively guid in this period,” he said. He’s excited that
the current trend in Atlantic world studies is one of “multi-regional and
multi-geographic perspectives.” It’s his hope that his “small project will
help to spur on further explorations into material culture and the
international heritage of colonial North America.”
That said, Halbert knows New France remains a mystery for the average
public in the United States, even though an immense chunk, from
Michigan to Louisiana, was once part of it. Americans tend to think of
all of early Canada as an outpost of cultural progress, but French colonial
elites outStted their homes in a royal manner. “The very terms used to
refer to these buildings in period references—a château or castle for the
governor and a palais or palace for the intendant—underscore the
prestige that they embodied in the urban landscape of New France,”
Halbert said.
Halbert has discovered that probate inventories and other records for the
château and palace are replete with descriptions of furniture en suite,
upholstery textiles and curtains, exotic novelties, and sheer quantities of
items brought from Paris. All served, in his words, to “celebrate a French
‘national’ style, born under Louis XIV, that endorsed the conspicuous
consumption of Sne furnishings and the use of luxury goods to express
taste, connoisseurship, and elite identity.”
The symposium was organized by the MFA, Boston, the Massachusetts
Historical Society, and the Colonial Society of Massachusetts. For more
information, contact Four Centuries via its Web site
(www.fourcenturies.org). For more information about any of the
scholars, try Googling them. All have an Internet presence, and many
have fascinating blogs, if not Web sites.
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